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LPS investigates the case of the missing sheep 

This was the last time that LPS would investigate Swanbourne Railway.  Gone are the disused railway 

lines we use to walk on.  Gone is the old railway station and the Bridge has been developed so losing 

its old-world character. In its place are just clearings as the land is being developed by network rail 

and you are no longer allowed to walk around the site as we found out on the investigation. 

Pre- Investigation. 

While on route to the railway line LPS members came across a monument at the side of the road that 

was about four feet in height and clearly old with a shelf on it.  On that shelf sat a black elongated 

human head with white eyes and strange coloured bumps around the face.  The head was the size of 

a human skull with a fearsome face and a wide-open mouth inside which sat a small, long mirror 

facing outwards.  We did not stop to investigate at the time as we were going to another location and 

decided to investigate on the way back.  But we never found it despite going back the same way.   

20:45 Investigation Begins 

20:45 Racheal, Andy & Richard set up under the bridge. 
Racheal hears there is a man there with you, people lining up. 
Racheal hears her guides continue to communicate a lady here used to walk here saying energy 
behind you, Racheal starts to experience some temperature changes within herself, the middle of her 
back getting hot, she starts to heat up. She puts the K2 next to her to see if anything detected. Nothing 
detected.  
Further communication from guides- lots of heartache on this bridge, you can’t see them. 
 
21:00 
Recording File A 157 
Total 1m 35s no evps on first recording 
Recording File A 158 
Total 1m 31s 
Racheal and Richard discuss a female voice, Rachael says it’s possible as Racheal had also heard 
communication saying about a lady earlier on. (EVP) 00m 28sec male sound mmm..mm 
(EVP) 00m32sec male voice I’m captain whilst Richard explains he heard a male voice Racheal 
decides to get up and walk away from the group feeling a need to do so and continue recording. (EVP) 
00m49 female voice…all go! 
 
21:10 Andy decides to turn around to facing the other way whilst he sets up some audio equipment. 
(EVP) 00m 52sec male voice your filming me gladly this evp is between Andy and Richard in 
conversation. 
Recording File A 159 
Total 39sec 
 
Racheal just out from under the bridge. 
Racheal says what did you say Andy? 
(EVP)00m04 secs male whispery voice says, he’s helping pull them back. 
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Racheal asks is there any spiritual energy here that wants to communicate with us? 
(EVP)00m 15sec something thrown against something like a stone (EVP)00m27secs something else 
thrown sounds heavier (EVP)00m 31sec male voice I’m sat in the roof. 
 
21:15 Security from Network Rail arrived to tell us that the local farmer had called security to tell them 

that three men (one of us was a woman in pink) were in his field harassing and chasing his sheep. 

The Bridge area is a bit of a walk to the field where we could see the farmers house and his field of 

sheep which could be seen merrily walking around in the distance. We explained who we are and 

what we were doing and swapped ghost stories with the security man who was very keen to hear 

about our past investigations at the location (see previous reports).  While he gave us permission to 

stay another hour, we decided to leave in our two cars and head to the nearby location of the station. 

Quick recording before we leave. 
 
Recording File A 160 
Total 2m 57sec 
Racheal still feeling drawn away from the bridge, guides communicate a woman is here.  
(EVP) 01m 17 secs faint female yeah 
Racheal asks what’s your name?  
No answer 
Andy asks did the farmer ring the police. 
(EVP) 2m35 male voice says Sandy  
 

We then passed a security pickup truck that had pulled into the side of the road on the short drive to 

the station.  As we passed the security truck began to follow us and as we parked up at the now gone 

station area. He pulled up behind us. 

The security man told us that the local farmer had called in to say he was missing his sheep and he 

needed to make sure we did not have the missing sheep. One again we discussed our reasons for 

being in the area and assured him we did not have a flock of sheep in our car boots.   

 

Post Investigation Analysis  

It is during this moment while discussions are ongoing that a sound record which has been left 

recording under the bridge records the clear sound of a train horn blowing as it goes under the Bridge.  

There are no other vehicles in the area and the recording has since been analysed and it is verified 

that this is indeed the sound of a train horn blowing as they would have done when the trains were 

running some years ago  

 

 

 
 

    

 
 

 

 


